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C-MACC Perspectives No 27 
Climate Change Activism and ESG Investing – The Same But 
Different – Here To Stay and Gain Focus and Momentum.  
• ESG and/or Socially Responsible investing is driving investor and corporate 
behavior, but likely not as much today as it will in the future.  Today definitions 
around ESG are messy and we expect them to become more focused and more 
accurate/appropriate within a couple of years – leading to increased use. 

• Climate Change activism: within and outside ESG imperatives is much more 
focused and the analysis today more empirical.  Greenhouse gas emissions are 
measurable, and polluters are finding more shareholder pressure, limited access to 
capital and more expensive capital.  Regulations are likely to evolve to make 
operating high carbon footprint businesses more expensive sooner vs later.  

• Both ESG money managers and the climate change lobby are going to focus 
increasingly on improvement, and it is in corporates’ best interest to ensure that 
the right things are being measured – this is an urgent need for Chemicals.  
 

ESG 
 

Manufacturing industries, as well as many others, are devoting more time and 
resource to address the needs of ESG investors.  In our view, despite its good 
intentions, it is far from a mature process and needs work. The amount of money 
that is flowing into what claim to be ESG based funds is staggering (Exhibit 1) and the 
money flow alone (relative to flow into other funds) is almost guaranteeing 
outperformance; it is simple supply and demand.   
 

Exhibit 1: Morningstar 2Q Analysis Of ESG US Inflows - Link  

 
 

But what are you buying? Despite the well-meaning nature of the investment 
managers and ETF providers, today you are buying something that has an 
inconsistent and largely intangible basis – this is driven by a couple of factors.   
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• There are too many providers of ESG rating and ranking metrics 
o At one point in 2019 there were more than 100, but even today there are too many that are 

being taken seriously  

• They do not have the same factors to define or rank the E, S and G components  
o A top 10 “S” company on one metric may be excluded on another 
o Attempts to standardize across industries that are not the same and companies that are not 

the same, result in companies being rewarded with high ESG scores that they do not deserve, 
and others being penalized where they should not be.  

 
But despite this the money still flows, and, while this may seem harsh, the companies that complain that they 
are being treated unfairly by ESG only have themselves to blame in our view.  They are allowing third parties to 
decide what is and is not important and then how to measure it.  
 
Fund managers are also at risk today, in our view.  If there were a market shock that caused ESG funds to under-
perform (for example, if we have a major burst of the current tech bubble, which may be happening as we go 
to press, or an event that caused a spike in energy prices – this would drive up energy stock values and be a 
drag on ESG relative performance), fund managers would struggle to justify their choice of ESG investment 
vehicle.  Regardless of whether it was an ETF, or their own actively managed fund, they would have little 
empirical data to support why they had chosen one ESG metric provider over another.  Active managers using 
proprietary ESG metrics might be in better shape than passive managers as long as they don’t underperform 
the passive based funds using third party definitions.  
 
Exhibit 2 shows analysis from 4 years ago but speaks to the inconsistencies – here the analysis compares 
ratings from two of the major providers Sustainalytics ad MSCI in 2016.  The chart shows minimal correlation, 
but also shows what we think is a flawed system from MSCI, which has several 100 ratings.  If the purpose of 
ESG is to first map and then push for improvements, no-one should have a perfect score.    

 
 
Since this analysis, both companies have refined their analysis, and the correlation today may be better, but 
they have been joined by dozens of new participants each offering their own “unique special sauce”.  They 
generally fall into three buckets.  The Link takes you to a list of providers today based on analysis by Datarade.  
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• Broad “coverall” providers that are often scraping data from what are often non-standard documents, 
especially sustainability reports, and trying to provide rankings across all industries and geographies with 
a standard approach.  While there may be some wild discrepancies from companies in similar businesses 
because of data availability, or alternatively broad generalities across geographies or some industries, at 
least any user is informed on the methodology 

• Broad coverage but much more analysis – MCSI, Sustainalytics, RobecoSAM, Refinitiv and others would 
be in this group.  Here some work is done to account for different industry structures, different company 
footprints and different reporting styles and formats.  

• The specialists: focused on one or two industries and trying to do a more thorough job.  As an ESG 
portfolio manager you probably want the specialists, but if you need different companies to cover 
different sectors, you have no guarantees that they are working consistently.  The ratings by one group 
may be harsher than those of another – although the relative rankings within a sector should be better.   

 
But the lack of consistency in the data that fund managers are working with today should not detract from what 
is likely an important evolution of money management and critical in terms of identifying longer-term 
investment opportunities.  It is a risk to own a company engaged in a business which is likely to see tougher 
regulatory hurdles or penalized economics long-term, or simply a phasing out of products (like coal).  The goal 
is sound, but the tools to allow someone to achieve the goal are not good enough yet.  
 
ESG fund managers recognize this deficiency and are vocal in their support of standardization of ESG metrics (as 
are academics) and it is inevitable that the industry will ultimately focus on a handful of metric providers where 
the definitions are broadly similar – or are clearly delineated and express different philosophies.  For example; 
both an ESG fund that has no fossil fuel exposure and one that is market weighted but only takes the best ESG 
actors in each segment are acceptable – as long as the definition is clear and the governing metrics make sense. 
See link to a very timely article in the Financial Times today (September 8):  Global regulatory body to harmonize 
‘plethora’ of ESG standards 
 

There is also far less risk in taking specific stands and creating investment funds based on information that is 
available consistently today:  
 

• Avoiding fossil fuel and its users – although how do you account for Amazon for example – the energy 
for the data centers can be sources from renewables, but the delivery trucks still cough out CO2 

o Note that the carbon footprint of burning a gallon of gasoline is much higher than the fully 
inclusive carbon footprint of producing the gallon of gasoline.  

• Investing only in new clean technology companies – this is a nice goal, but there is simply not enough 
equity or debt out there to buy today and most of it is private and targeted by private equity funds and 
ESG lenders  

• Investing in improvement – funds that only include companies lowering their carbon intensity at better 
than a pre-determined rate.  There are some measurement issues here, but the goal would be to identify 
strategies that would lead to an improved ESG score and/or eventual inclusion in ESG funds.   

 

On the Governance side, standardization is relatively easy as it comes down to Board diversity, staggered versus 
not staggered and independence.  For both the Environmental and Sustainability components, especially in the 
chemical and adjacent industries, companies need to get involved.   
 

Industries themselves should set standards that can be applied to sub sectors of those industries.  
 

For example: 

• The sustainability and some of the environmental issues facing refiners are different than those 
facing E&P companies, and very different from those facing chemical companies  
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• While two pure refining companies may have very similar E and S profiles and challenges – perhaps 
differing by geography – no two chemical companies have the same footprint and identical sets of 
challenges.  

o Most will have a carbon footprint – but some are orders of magnitude larger than others – 
See Exhibit 9 at the end of this report.  

o All will have other environmental issues, related to other waste gases, waste water, by-
products, safe material handling etc.  

o Some are more exposed to plastic waste than others – some maybe not at all.  

• In our view the American Chemistry Counsel (in conjunction with its global counterparts) should be 
working to create an appropriate set of environmental and sustainability measures that make sense 
for the Chemical Industry – and working with the metric/rating providers that should survive – or 
directly with the largest money managers.   

 
Because – it won’t end here…  Right now, the investment community is focused on providing ESG passive or 
actively managed funds to what is clearly a growing and more interested investor base.  They are almost 
unanimously calling for clarity and standardization around definitions, in our view, for two reasons.  
 

• The first is very important and mentioned above – risk mitigation.  While there are too many index and 
ranking providers there is limited confidence and limited ability to defend any one choice of provider.  
You can diffuse the risk by aggregating the opinions of several or by doing your own work.  Another 
Mornigstar chart below show the major fund inflows in Q2.  How do you know that MSCI rankings are 
more representative than others – across all industries?  Is the ranking of Dow versus LyondellBasell 
accurate, for example?  

• The second is that this is likely not the “Endgame” (to quote from the Marvel universe).  Once the 
investing world is comfortable that they understand ESG and when there are common standards, the 
next set of funds will likely be the derivative of these funds – who is doing the most to improve their 
scores.  Would you rather own a company standing still with a good score, or someone aggressively 
working to improve their score – like the European energy companies.  

o If there will come a time when you will be valued based on how you are improving against metrics 
that others are watching, you need to be sure that they are watching the right metrics.    

o If ESG funds end up commanding a higher multiple than non-ESG funds there will be a valuation 
incentive to be included.    

 

Exhibit 3: Clearly MSCI is likely to be one of the survivors.  As a publicly traded manufacturer it is vital that 
you ensure that they are measuring you appropriately.  
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Climate Change – Something More Tangible! 
 
The environmental side of ESG is intertwined with the climate change debate, but we would argue that the 
climate change lobby has much more consistent and tangible ammunition with which to challenge industry and 
investor practice.  Lowering investment exposure to companies with a high carbon footprint, decreasing or 
eliminating lending to high carbon industries, or piling pressure on companies with inadequate plans, are all 
strategies in play today.  Emissions data are collected and monitored in most major countries and the map in 
Exhibit 4 is taken from the EPA website and shows CO2 industrial and power based emissions in the lower 48 
states of the US by industry in 2018 – totaling almost 3 billion metric tons, with over half of the emissions coming 
from power plants.  

 
Exhibit 4: The numbers in each state are the number of reporting locations – website is linked here.  There is 
an additional almost 300 million tons of CO2 equivalent in other greenhouse gas emissions  

 
 

The EPA data is far from perfect, but it is accurate enough.  While some sources are not reporting and some of 
the EPA locational data may be off, companies that we have spoken with do not dispute the analysis.  

Exhibit 5 show EPA data outlining all the sources of CO2 in the US.  The total is a little more than twice the 
power and industrial emissions above  

Over the last several weeks there has been much debate about new SEC rules on how 
fiduciaries must put the financial performance of pension funds above any desire to invest 
in ESG based vehicles.  This is not inconsistent with our view in any way.  Fiduciaries have 
a clear requirement to maximize returns within investment portfolios, and where those 
portfolios concern the pensions of government employees the SEC is expected to set 
guidelines.  ESG focused funds may be the best way to protect the value of pension funds 
longer-term, especially if we see increased regulation around emissions and sustainability 
and increased shareholder and lender activism, increasing the costs and lowering the 
returns of poor ESG players. 

What is missing, is a consistent and uniform approach to ESG measurement, allowing 
fiduciaries to defend their investment decisions on a sound set of assumptions that back up 
their financial return expectations.  This needs urgent attention and strong leadership. 
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• Transportation fuel is the gasoline, diesel and fuel oil burned in vehicle and shipping engines – it is one 

of the largest CO2 sources in the US and around the World – the introduction of electric vehicles (EVs) 

is, to date, only having an incremental impact, with C.A.F.E. standards having more of an impact  

o C.A.F.E stands for Corporate Average Fuel Economy.  These require auto producers to increase 

the average miles per gallon of what they sell into the US on a prescribed timetable and against 

prescribed targets.  EVs help meet that target dramatically, but other efficiency measures are 

having an impact – such as light-weighting vehicles and increased use of turbochargers 

o EVs are expected to make an increasing impact over the next 10-15 years  

• The power and industrial sectors are in the map above.   

o The decline in CO2 emissions in the power sector is in part the impact of renewable power but 

is at least as much attributed to the replacement of coal-based power with natural gas.  

Exhibit 5: 2020 is expected to show a step down in transport related emissions as well as most other 

segments because of COVID – residential will likely be the only increase.  The effect of the Pandemic on 

greenhouse gas emissions has given the climate lobby more evidence of what could happen, and in addition 

it has focused more climate friendly economies to focus stimulus plans on lowering emissions   

 

Carbon related pressure will, in our view, have a much greater impact on corporate behavior with respect to 
sustainability and the environment, than the ESG fund boom.  We do expect ESG funds to trade at a higher 
multiple of earnings than the alternates and that will provide incentive to change if you can do enough to 
move from exclusion to inclusion, but climate change and emissions will be where the bigger hammer will 
drop.   
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Already the cost of capital is rising for high carbon industries versus low carbon industries.  Discussions with 
environmentally positive project leaders suggest that funding may almost be free in the current economic and 
investment climate.  This is in part a function of “green” funding availability exceeding viable opportunities 
and in part a function of low rates in general.  The funding differential will discourage investment in carbon 
heavy industries and encourage investments in alternatives. 

  

Then there are direct incentives – the Low Carbon Fuel Standard on the West Coast of the US, the Carbon Cap 
and Trade mechanism in Europe and 45Q in the US are examples. Many other countries have direct carbon 
reduction incentives, but there is a lack of consistency and a lack of liquidity in some of the traded 
instruments.  Generally, the expectation is that carbon credits, costs, taxes etc. will rise to encourage reduced 
CO2 and other GHG production and increased CO2 capture and sequestration.  At the end of this report we 
show a list of links to significant news flow on CO2 that just looks what we have noticed since August 1, 2020.  

The “carbon” business is still in its infancy and this is well demonstrated in the European value of CO2 over the 
last 10 years.  As the CO2 value rose at the beginning of the decade there was a lot of low hanging fruit both 
on the elimination of CO2 produced side and on the sequestration side (especially in the North Sea) – credit 
values collapsed for 4 years while the progressive tightening of carbon allowances caught up.  The pandemic 
has had significant impact this year and arrested what was a sharp rise in prices.  The consensus view in 
Europe is that the easy stuff has been done – and while incremental renewable power will create credits, 
action to reduce CO2 further and more quickly will require a higher credit price/cost.  For example, BP is 
assuming in its long-term planning carbon with be valued/penalized at $100 per ton by 2030.  It is likely that 
the Pandemic interrupted a steep rise in European carbon values.  
 

Exhibit 6: CO2 European Emission Allowance value in Euros per metric ton of CO2.  

 

Another interesting data point, in the first 6 months of this year Tesla earned more than $780 million in low 
emission and low carbon equivalent credits, buy selling its credit allocations to others with emission or carbon 
deficits.  These are currently state by state available credits, the largest being California as there is more than 
one pool of credit available to Tesla, including the California Zero Emission Vehicle Regulation (ZEV) and some 
of the low carbon fuel credits such as LCFS 
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LCFS is a tradeable credit like the European carbon market in Exhibit 6.  Since the end of 2018, the traded 
value per ton of CO2 has jumped from below $100 per ton to close to $200 per ton.  This high credit may be 
part of the driver behind a rush of recent announcements from US refiners that they will add bio-based fuels 
at existing California refineries – these include Marathon Petroleum, Phillips 66 and ExxonMobil.  The rush to 
make low carbon fuels, in part because of how high the LCFS credit is today,  may swamp the California market 
and the credit values below could fall unless other states join in and the required pool of low carbon fuel rises.  
 

Exhibit 7: The math around how a credit is created in California is very complicated as CO2 benefits are 
measured against a largely academically derived standard by fuel and emission type.  That said the system 
has been (or is in the process of being) adopted up the West Coast, including Oregon, Washington, and 
British Columbia.  There are other US states considering the same or similar mechanisms 

 
Source: SRECTrade and CARB 

 

As we think about the chemical industry specifically, it is not high on the Carbon activist focus list.  The 
industry accounted for 6% of the US Power and Industrial Emissions in 2018.  It is probably a little higher today 
as power will have continued to decline since 2018 because of increased renewable and natural gas versus 
coal, and refiners are cut back more than chemical companies in our view as a consequence of the Pandemic.   

The options for chemicals are mostly expensive – as they are for refineries – because most of the CO2 
generated is from heating things up by burning natural gas in air.  This creates a dilute stream of CO2, with the 
rest mostly nitrogen and water with small amounts of carbon monoxide and argon. Everyone is in the same 
boat – refiners, power generators and chemical companies, a dilute stream of CO2 that is expensive to 
separate.  There are some exceptions: 

• Corn Ethanol, Hydrogen (syngas), coal or petcoke based methanol (none in the US) and some Urea 
production produce a relatively pure stream of CO2 which is much less expensive to separate. These 
tend to be the main industrial sources on CO2 for beverage carbonization 

• Natural gas compression for LNG – there is a dilute CO2 stream in the natural gas, and it is removed 
before liquefaction as a pure CO2 stream 

 

The outlets for CO2 are limited – beverage use is limited (relative to availability), and while enhanced oil 
recovery (EOR) has significant potential, the sources of CO2 are not where the demand is in sufficient volumes.  
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Note the recent announcement from Occidental about the construction of a Direct Air Capture project in the 
Permian Basin to supply CO2 for EOR.  The price of oil is also a factor, the lower the price the less EOR can 
afford to pay for CO2.  

For everyone and everything else the costs are too high.  The current US tax incentive “45Q” is rising in value 
to $50 per ton of CO2 by 2026 and will last for 12 years – it is a direct tax offset.  As the chart in Exhibit 8 
shows, CCS does not work with this level of incentive for most.  Even those with a less dilute stream of CO2 
suggest that the full cost of capture purification and sequestration is greater than $50 per ton, assuming you 
can find somewhere to sequester the CO2.  Anyone looking for CO2 on the Gulf Coast for EOR would need to 
pay the costs of separation and then the cost of transport to the Permian or Eagleford, or fields further away.  
EOR is using as much CO2 as it can where there is low cost supply close enough to the fields – Denbury has a 
pipeline system in the US Gulf linking sources of CO2 to its local EOR opportunities, the system is underutilized 
and Denbury is in the midst of a Chapter 11 restructure.   

Exhibit 8:  Taken from a report published in May 2020 by the Global CCS Institute. Anyone burning natural 
gas to generate heat of power in the chemical or refining industry is going to be in the same bracket as 
combined cycle natural gas. 

 

The cost of CO2 avoided first of a kind from the Global Cost of CCS – 2017 Update 

 

As we think about the US based industry the chart above tells us two things – you cannot do much with $50 
per ton of CO2 – the 45Q credit by 2026 – but you can do pretty much everything with the LCFS credit today at 
almost $200 per ton (but this only applies to fuels and only in certain states).  

The question for Chemical companies and for refiners is whether they can find another source of value that 
accrues by removing the CO2 – is the product more valuable? does the stock get a higher multiple? – or do 
you just wait until either the incentives/penalties move in your direction or technology improves either in the 
carbon capture and clean up space or in the use of fossil fuels in the first place.  

 

This is on everyone’s radar – not just the Europeans 

• Every chemical producer and refiner has done the math – they know the price of CO2 at each location 
and on each process that would make them think about capture and sequestration or use.  

• Many European companies (BASF, Covestro, Lanxess) are talking about being able to give their 
customers end to end carbon footprints for each of their products this year.  If their customers can get 
pricing power by claiming a zero-carbon footprint product perhaps they can move the needle – as 
shown in Exhibits 6 and 8 the carbon math does not work in Europe – the carbon price needs to be 
higher.  
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Environmental activist pressure as well as environmentally friendly Governments will likely help push up the 
cost of carbon or the incentives to use less of it or sequester it, in our view.  In the links below are two regional 
projects aimed at pooling CO2 around a larger industrial area – one in the UK and one is Eastern Australia.  In 
both cases these are interesting ideas – they will require significant coordination and investment, but they will 
also require very large sequestration projects – in both cases they are looking at drilling offshore wells and 
sequestering CO2 in porous rock formations sitting below a harder layer of rock intended to act as a seal.   

For the moment we would expect to see  

• A continued increase in the cost of capital for companies with significant carbon footprints – whether 
this extends beyond power, E&P and refining remains to be seen.  

• Less private equity interest in “dirty industries” and possibly less activist interest just in case you step 
in front of a re-rating.  

• Potentially some step changes in incentives to remove carbon – or accelerations within existing 
programs.  In Europe this may come as part of what will likely be many post COVID stimulus packages. 
In the US it might come with an administration change early next year 

 
For the purpose of illustration, Exhibit 9 shows the carbon dioxide emissions for Texas and Louisiana only for 
the major chemical companies based on EPA data for 2018.  Some comment s and points of reference: 
 

• Any cracking process requiring heat results in significant carbon dioxide emissions in a dilute stream 
with nitrogen and oxygen.  

o Ethylene, PDH, Styrene, VCM for example 

• Anyone generating their own on-site power using waste (recycle) gas or natural gas or a mixture  

• Steam methane reforming – lots of heat to make the process work and lots of by-product hydrogen, 
which is why the industrial gas companies are close to the top of the list.  

o Linde is adding two new SMRs to its Texas and Louisiana grids in 2021 

• Dow stands out, but Dow has the largest ethylene footprint and lots of co-generation capacity.  It is 
likely that Dow is selling power to others on or adjacent to its main sites.  

o Dow made required on-site divestments with the Union Carbide purchase and with the Rohm 
and Haas purchase and has subsequently sold its polypropylene business, its styrenics business 
and its chlorine products business – some of the shared service agreements with the buyers of 
these assets likely leave Dow emitting CO2 for power sold to others  

• For reference NRG had 26 million tons of CO2 emissions in 2018 – all power generation 

• Also, for reference, ExxonMobil, including its refining operations had 23 million tons of CO2 emissions 
– this if from combined chemicals and refining operations – Exxon is working on a process to lower the 
cost of extraction of CO2 from flue gas streams – almost all of Exxon’s CO2 is dilute.  

• Both LyondellBasell and Westlake have ethylene units outside of Texas and Louisiana and they are not 
captured in this analysis  

• Outside Texas and Louisiana, we are missing quite a bit for the Industrial Gas companies as there are 
hydrogen plants in other parts of the country.  As mentioned above, both Lyondell and Westlake have 
ethylene plants outside the two states 

o The most significant missing data point is probably for Eastman, which had almost 4 million 
tons of CO2 emissions from its Kingsport, TN facility in 2018 according to the EPA  

 
It is also important to note that most of the companies below have stated goals to reduce their current carbon 
footprints.  This will either be achieved through process efficiencies, alternative technologies or sequestration. 
It is also important to note that each of these options has a cost.  
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While we believe that it is very unlikely that we would see a direct carbon tax in the US, it is clear that there is 
significant financial risk for several companies on the list above – or alternatively significant opportunity if the 
tax based incentives rise.  Many of these companies already face direct costs in other parts of the world.  The 
situation is already driving significant R&D investment in: 

• Alternatives to natural gas-based heating 

• Green hydrogen 

• Lower cost CO2 separation from flue gas streams  

• Alternative processes to make both fuels and chemicals/polymers 
  

 Tons of CO2 

2018 
CO2 Quality Changes Since 2018 (Ignoring COVID Impact)

Dow 15,413,336          Some Highly Concentrated More from the fully operqating ethylene unit

Air Products 9,397,918            Some Highly Concentrated 

CF 7,484,070            Most Highly Concentrated More CO2 in Mississippi

LyondellBasell 6,961,447            Dilute Some expansions HDPE and PO (coming)**

Westlake 5,517,884            Dilute New JV ethylene plant w Lotte**

Linde 5,385,365            Some Highly Concentrated Some divested for merger but new plants in 2021

Formosa 4,893,011            Dilute New ethylene plant

Air Liquide 4,747,542            Some Highly Concentrated 

BASF 3,222,012            Some Highly Concentrated Maybe getting power at Freeport from Dow 

Ineos 2,920,007            Dilute 

Olin 2,499,073            Dilute Likely getting power from Dow

Eastman 2,179,771            Dilute 4 Million Tons of CO2 at Kinsport TN

Nutrien 2,138,648            Most Highly Concentrated Other US and Canada Plants 

Cabot 1,116,812            Dilute 

Celanese 1,009,994            Dilute 

Mosaic 972,339                Most Highly Concentrated Other US Locations 

Sasol 880,550                Dilute Major ethylene and derivative additions

TPC 807,399                Dilute 

Methanex 785,510                Dilute 

Nova 667,987                Dilute Much higher volunes in Canada

Ascend 661,363                Dilute 

Orion Eng. Carbon 636,490                Dilute 

Oxea 372,757                Dilute 

SABIC 296,074                Dilute 

Arkema 211,530                Dilute 

Albemarle 174,880                Dilute 

WR Grace 134,610                Dilute 

Shintech 125,779                Dilute New ethylene/PVC - may get power from Dow

PQ Corp 66,372                  Dilute 

Solvay 65,148                  Dilute 

Covestro 60,284                  Dilute 

Ingevity 59,872                  Dilute 

Ashland 36,330                  Dilute 

Braskem 21,070                  Dilute More power related CO2 at La Porte

Note: Missing Exxon Mobil, Shell, Total and others where data is combined with refining. 

** have ethylene capacity outside TX and LA

Chemical Company 2018 Carbon Footprints Texas and Louisiana Only (EPA data) 
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Appendix – Recent Press (just what we have picked up in our normal course of business since August 1) 
 

September 8th – FT - Global regulatory body to harmonize ‘plethora’ of ESG standards 

https://on.ft.com/3h7aM37 

September 8th – FT - How to separate the good from the bad and ugly ESG funds https://on.ft.com/3iasQui 

September 7th – CNBC - ESG still a 'significant opportunity' despite Barclays pushback: Strategist 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/09/05/esg-a-significant-opportunity-despite-barclays-pushback-
strategist.html?__source=iosappshare%7Ccom.microsoft.Office.Outlook.compose-shareextension 

September 7th – FT - BHP aims to boost green credentials with LNG-powered ships https://on.ft.com/3lUs8Ul 

September 3rd – FT  https://on.ft.com/3lLD8Dt  - Wind and Hydrogen  

September 3rd - US$3bn Planned for Next-Generation Hydrogen Power Plants 

September 3rd - “Doing more, with less”: The future of lightweight packaging 

September 3rd - Japan's Idemitsu accelerates black pellet tech to cut CO2 in coal-fired power 

September 2nd – CNBC  https://www.cnbc.com/2020/09/02/esg-index-funds-hit-250-billion-as-us-investor-
role-in-boom-grows.html 

September 2nd – Unilever https://www.unilever.com/news/press-releases/2020/unilever-to-invest-1-billion-
to-eliminate-fossil-fuels-in-cleaning-products-by-2030.html 

September 2nd - Russian petrochemical company Sibur to launch R-PET production 

September 2nd - NOVA Chemicals announced a long-term agreement with Merlin Plastics, Canada’s largest 
plastic recycler, to increase the supply of high-quality, post-consumer recyclate (PCR) for consumer packaging. 
This marks NOVA Chemicals’ entry to the PCR market – see announcement in LINK. 

September 2nd - Though many have taken notice of the surge in single-use plastics demand and sentiment 
around it that includes some recent legislative wins, such as the shooting down of proposed legislation in 
California this week [see LINK that notes the bill failing in California, and a Platts article in LINK describing it as 
the world’s toughest recycled content mandate for plastic bottles] 

September 2nd - Department of Energy Invests $72 Million in Carbon Capture Technologies 

September 1st - Chile seeks to turn solar boom into green hydrogen bonanza  https://on.ft.com/3gOeApz 

September 1st - How investor pressure prompted oil majors to wake up to climate change  

August 31st - Carbon accounting should be a basic requirement for banks  https://on.ft.com/3bbf1cx 

August 31st - Easy street: why investors are hungry for hydrogen-fueled driving  https://on.ft.com/3lmH25A 

August 31st – ESG communications FAQ: How to build back better 

August 27th - US short-termism on ESG investing will hurt growth   https://on.ft.com/2YC4kdO 
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August 24th - Storebrand dumps oil and mining stocks on climate change lobbying  https://on.ft.com/2EyZfM8 

August 20th – Academics attack ESG for failure to Outperform during crisis 

August 19th – Institutional Investors say COVID-19 pushed ESG to forefront 

August 19th – The coronavirus has proven ESG to be an essential discipline 

August 18th – SRI vs. ESG vs. Impact Investing: What’s the Difference?  

The Week of August 31st – From C-MACC’s Sunday Recap  

• German, Benelux hydrogen demand could rise five-fold to 2050: study 

• Is a Shipping Carbon Levy on the Way? 

• US$3bn Planned for Next-Generation Hydrogen Power Plants 

• “Doing more, with less”: The future of lightweight packaging 

• Japan's Idemitsu accelerates black pellet tech to cut CO2 in coal-fired power 

• Russian petrochemical company Sibur to launch R-PET production 

• Though many have taken notice of the surge in single-use plastics demand and sentiment around it 

that includes some recent legislative wins, such as the shooting down of proposed legislation in 

California this week [see LINK that notes the bill failing in California, and a Platts article in LINK 

describing it as the world’s toughest recycled content mandate for plastic bottles], the lobby targeting 

global plastic waste has not gone away because of COVID [see example waste report in LINK] and we 

continue to see this as a headwind to virgin resin demand in the 2020-2030 period that will likely 

return as a hot topic (especially, after COVID issues are eventually put to rest).  

• India is aiming to convert 100mn t of thermal coal into synthetic natural gas and chemical products in 

the coming decade, as part of its broader push to promote cleaner sources of energy – see LINK. 

• Major consumer goods company Unilever is planning to eliminate the use of fossil fuels in its cleaning 

and laundry products by 2030 as part of efforts to reduce its carbon footprint – see Argus report in 

LINK. 

• NOVA Chemicals announced a long-term agreement with Merlin Plastics, Canada’s largest plastic 

recycler, to increase the supply of high-quality, post-consumer recyclate (PCR) for consumer packaging. 

This marks NOVA Chemicals’ entry to the PCR market – see announcement in LINK. 

The week of August 17th  

• How Europe Can Lead The Technical ‘Moonshot’ Of Carbon Capture And Sequestration 

• Adding the “U”: The role of carbon capture, utilization and storage in developing a circular economy 

• Gurit highlights the wind energy market as a positive driver of product demand [LINK], which adds to 
Hexion views noting strength in this market and residential construction with its 2Q report [LINK]. 

• South Korea takes another step toward hydrogen economy with Hansha’s byproduct plant – see LINK. 

• Lanxess launches bio-based MDI polyether prepolymer product, Adiprene green. See LINK to release 

noting that this product will replace fossil-based polyether prepolymers and enable PU components 

with lower CO2 footprints. 

• Potential opening seen for carbon price, border adjustment amid altered politics 

• Occidental-backed company will build new U.S. CO2 removal plant 
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• Larsen & Toubro lands MOU for CO2-to-methanol demonstration plant in India – see LINK. 

• Automaker Jaguar Land Rover aims to upcycle aluminum, cut carbon footprint 

The Week of August 10th 

• Why Investing in Carbon Capture Makes Sense for Companies Facing Tough Emissions Enforcement 

• One carbon capture project stalls as another advances 

• SABIC sees a COVID-19 change to plastic usage, need to maintain sustainability efforts – see LINK 

• New energy vehicle (NEV) output in China's Shanghai city surged in the first half of this year, mainly 
driven by steady production from US-based electric vehicle (EV) producer Tesla's factory – see LINK 

• Plastic recycling faces setback in California after COVID-19 disruptions 

• GAO finds lack of consistency in ESG disclosure—how will the SEC respond? 

• US continues to lag behind with ESG 
•  New Waves: The ESG Megatrend Meets Green Bonds 

• Advisory intelligence: Social issues expected to dominate ESG discussions 

• ESG ratings: How the weighting scheme affects performance 

• Petra Nova: De-risking Carbon Capture Business Models with Saline Storage 

• Carbon Capture & Sequestration Tech. Could Play Key Role in Deeply Decarbonizing Electricity Grids 

The Week of August 3rd 

• EU Hydrogen Strategy Could Cause Power and Carbon Prices to Drop. Also, see FT article: Carbon credit 
markets still have a way to go 

• Germany’s new EV registrations in July almost triple on year on green stimulus 

• INSIGHT: Climate change prompts oil, petchem firms to go green in earnest 

• Carbon Capture Could Cut Cost Of Climate Change 

• Coronavirus pandemic shakes up supply fundamentals for US plastic recycling. 

• BP's petchem earnings decline, sale to Ineos on schedule for completion before end of year. Also, we 
note that BP has based its green strategy targets on upstream output cut – see LINK. 

• Investors relying less on top-line ESG scores, say panelists 

• Which ESG issues matter most? Defining event and erosion risks 

• The evolving landscape of corporate governance and ESG 

• ESG Goes Mainstream: How “Return First” PE Funds Can Factor ESG Considerations into Their 
Investment and Portfolio Management Strategies 

• ESG takes center stage amid economic crisis and social unrest 

• ESG Disclosures: What Is the Current State of Play? 

• Legal liability for ESG disclosures 
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